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ABSTRACT: Cl−/H+ transporters of the CLC superfamily form a
ubiquitous class of membrane proteins that catalyze stoichiometrically
coupled exchange of Cl− and H+ across biological membranes. CLC
transporters exchange H+ for halides and certain polyatomic anions, but
exclude cations, F−, and larger physiological anions, such as PO4

3− and
SO4

2−. Despite comparable transport rates of different anions, the H+

coupling in CLC transporters varies significantly depending on the
chemical nature of the transported anion. Although the molecular
mechanism of exchange remains unknown, studies on bacterial ClC-ec1 transporter revealed that Cl− binding to the central
anion-binding site (Scen) is crucial for the anion-coupled H+ transport. Here, we show that Cl−, F−, NO3

−, and SCN− display
distinct binding coordinations at the Scen site and are hydrated in different manners. Consistent with the observation of
differential bindings, ClC-ec1 exhibits markedly variable ability to support the formation of the transient water wires, which are
necessary to support the connection of the two H+ transfer sites (Gluin and Gluex), in the presence of different anions. While
continuous water wires are frequently observed in the presence of physiologically transported Cl−, binding of F− or NO3

− leads to
the formation of pseudo-water-wires that are substantially different from the wires formed with Cl−. Binding of SCN−, however,
eliminates the water wires altogether. These findings provide structural details of anion binding in ClC-ec1 and reveal a putative
atomic-level mechanism for the decoupling of H+ transport to the transport of anions other than Cl−.

■ INTRODUCTION

The chloride channel (CLC) proteins1,2 constitute a super-
family of membrane transport proteins ubiquitous across
species ranging from bacteria to mammals, where they play
central roles in a broad range of fundamental biological
processes.1,3 The CLC superfamily was originally thought to
include only Cl− channels that catalyze passive diffusion of ions,
but it is now well established to include transporters that
catalyze the transmembrane exchange of Cl− for H+ with a 2:1
stoichiometry.4−6 One intriguing transport property of CLCs
both channels and transportersis their ability to conduct
various anionic species,7−12 namely, Cl−, Br−, I−, NO3

−, and
SCN−, with the permeability ratios varying within a factor of 10
for different anions and different CLC proteins.7−15

Characterizing the interaction of different permeant anions is
of special significance in mechanistic studies of CLC trans-
porters, due to widely different levels of H+ coupling, or
complete lack thereof, among different anions. While Cl−, Br−,
I−, NO3

−, and SCN− all can pass through the anion selectivity
filter with similar efficiencies, they exhibit strikingly different
couplings to H+. In ClC-ec1, a prokaryotic homologue
representing the best structurally and biophysically charac-
terized CLC transporter, Cl− is transported with strict 2Cl−/
1H+ stoichiometry, whereas NO3

− shows a weaker coupling of
7−10 NO3

− for each H+, and SCN− is transported without any

measurable H+ transport, i.e., complete lack of coupling.12 It is
notable that the 2Cl−/1H+ stoichiometry has been shown not
only for bacterial ClC-ec1, but also for cyanobacterial syCLC,16

algal cmCLC,17 mammalian endosomal ClC-4, and ClC-5,4,6

and mammalian lysosomal ClC-7.18 Moreover, anion-depend-
ent uncoupling has also been observed in ClC-4 and ClC-5,
which show less H+ countertransport with NO3

−, and almost
complete loss of H+ transport with SCN−.14,15,19

Characterizing the interaction of the impermeant anion F− is
also of interest. For many years, it was thought that the F− ion’s
lack of detectable permeation through CLC transporters20 and
channels7,21 was due to the ion’s strong hydration. However, a
recent study demonstrated that the dehydrated F− ion binds in
the anion-permeation pathway with similar affinity to Cl−.22

While crystallography has pinpointed binding interactions,22 an
understanding of the dynamics of these interactions will add
critical detail to our understanding of the mechanism by which
F− inhibits the transport cycle. Worth noting, CLCs from a
recently discovered prokaryotic clade, named CLCF, function as
F−/H+ exchangers.23−25 These homologues are phylogeneti-
cally distant from the canonical CLCs: they share only ∼20%
sequence identity even to other prokaryotic CLCs, and they
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lack key signature-sequence residues. Structures have not yet
been determined for these unique CLCs. The focus of the work
presented here is on the interaction of F− with the canonical
CLC transporters.
ClC-ec1, like all canonical CLCs, is a homodimeric protein in

which each subunit operates independently (Figure 1(a)). The

Cl− pathway is characterized by an hourglass-shaped selectivity
filter with two aqueous vestibules extending from the
extracellular and intracellular sides of the membrane and
three anion binding sites.26 These anion binding sites are
formed by four conserved motifs spread out in sequence space,
namely, (ClC-ec1 numbering) GSGIP (106−110), GREGP
(146−150), GIFAP (355−359), and Y445 (Figure 1(c)). The
external anion-binding site (named Sext) can be occupied either
by anion or by the deprotonated carboxylate of E148, a
conserved residue in the GREGP motif.26 This residue, which is
known as “Gluex”, obstructs the extracellular end of the anion-
permeation pathway when positioned at Sext, as seen in the
wild-type crystal structure (Figure 1(c)). When Gluex is
neutralized by protonation or mutation, the side chain swings
upward and Sext becomes occupied by Cl−, which comes in
contact exclusively with backbone nitrogen atoms of motif-
residues F357, A358, R147, E148, and G149.27 At the central
anion-binding site (Scen), the ion is coordinated by backbone

nitrogen atoms of I356 and F357, and by the side-chain oxygen
atoms of S107 and Y445 (Figure 1(c)). Lastly, the anion at the
internal site (Sint) is coordinated by backbone nitrogen atoms
of S107 and G108 on one side, and exposed to the intracellular
solution on the other side (Figure 1(c)).
Structural and functional studies on ClC-ec1 indicate that

Scen has unique characteristics worthy of special attention.
12,28,29

Specifically, experimental and modeling studies have demon-
strated a strong connection between Cl− occupancy of this site
and Cl−/H+ coupling,12,28,29 although the exact molecular
mechanism of coupled anion/H+ exchange remains unresolved.
Scen is isolated from the extracellular and intracellular aqueous
solutions by the structures containing E148 and S107/Y445,
respectively (Figure 1(c)). Electrophysiological studies showed
that substitution of small residues at Y445 leads to a loss of H+

coupling to Cl− transport,28,30 which strikingly correlates to the
decrease of apparent halide occupancy at Scen measured
crystallographically.28 The parallel loss of electrophysiologically
measured H+ coupling and crystallographically determined Scen
occupancy is also observed in wild-type (Y445-containing)
ClC-ec1 when Cl− is replaced by small nonhalide anions.12 For
example, X-ray crystallographic analysis of ClC-ec1 demon-
strated that SeCN− (the crystallographic analog of the
uncoupling anion SCN−) does not detectably occupy the Scen
binding site.12 Presumably, the partial uncoupler NO3

− may
partially occupy this site; however, the crystallographic
resolution of ClC-ec1 structures are too low to unambiguously
determine NO3

− occupancy. The impermeant F− can be
discerned crystallographically at the Scen binding site. Its strong
H+-bond to the protonated Gluex (mimicked by a Gluex−Gln
mutation) provides a nice rationale for how this ion can halt the
transport cycle.22 However, there may be additional effects of
the F− ion not detectable in static crystal structures. To fully
understand the relationship between anion binding and H+

transport (and therefore the mechanism of coupling itself) we
need to develop a deeper understanding of the detailed atomic
interactions at the Scen binding site.
Elucidating the degree of H+ coupling to different anions in

ClC-ec1 depends on the understanding of the H+ transport
pathway across the membrane. In contrast to the well-defined
Cl− transport pathway,26,28,31 the H+ pathway remains relatively
under-investigated. Two glutamate residues, E148 (Gluex) and
E203 (Gluin), have been identified as critical H+ transfer sites in
ClC-ec15,27,30,32−34 (Figure 1(a)). These two H+ sites, however,
are separated by a ∼15-Å hydrophobic region within the central
part of ClC-ec1 void of any polar/charged groups capable of
supporting H+ transfer.
Previous studies examining the H+ transport mechanism

suggested that water networks occupying the hydrophobic
regions of proteins could be utilized as H+ translocation
pathways,35−40 most prominently in bacteriorhodopsin41 and
other bioenergetic membrane proteins,42−44 as well as calcium
pumps.45 Wang and Voth proposed a transient water-mediated
H+ transport in CLCs through a pathway connecting E148 and
E203, and successfully showed the H+ propagation along such a
pathway using multistate empirical valence bound (MS-EVB)
simulations.40 Ko and Jo reported spontaneous formation of a
continuous water network that links E203 with E148 using MD
simulations.46 A similar water network was captured by Cheng
and Coalson in their simulations of a eukaryotic CLC
transporter homologue CmCLC when E148 was protonated
and occupied Scen.

17,47 Using extended molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations we showed that water wires that form

Figure 1. Key structural and functional aspects of CLC antiporters. (a)
Cartoon representation of the ClC-ec1 homodimer (extracellular side
on top), with the two identical subunits shown in yellow and cyan,
respectively. Approximate Cl− and H+ permeation pathways are
indicated by green and red arrows, respectively. The H+ pathway
deviates from the Cl− pathway based on the identification of two key
residues, Gluex and Gluin (see panel (b)), required for H+ transport.
The Cl− ions bound at Scen are represented as green spheres. (b)
Representative structure of the most common water wire connecting
Gluex and Gluin observed in MD simulations of Cl−-bound ClC-ec1.29

(c) The selectivity filter and the three Cl− binding sites (Sext, Scen, and
Sint) formed by the four highly conserved motifs (GSGIP, GREGP,
GIFAP, and Y). In this structure (WT, PDB 1OTS), Sext is occupied by
residue E148 (Gluex), and Scen and Sint are occupied by Cl

− ions (green
spheres). Residues forming the main constriction points (E148/A358
and S107/Y445) that occlude Cl− at Scen from the extracellular and
intracellular solutions are drawn in color and individually labeled.
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transiently can connect Gluex and Gluin across this void (Figure
1(b)).29 We provided evidence for the role of these water wires
in the H+ transport mechanism by identifying a residue that is
conformationally coupled to water-wire formation and
experimentally demonstrating the impact of its mutations. We
additionally demonstrated the importance of the Cl− ion bound
at the Scen site for stabilizing the water wires, thereby proposing
a putative mechanism underlying the coupling of the two
ions.29

In the present study, we investigate the binding mode and
dynamics of various anions transported by CLCs. We examine
through multiple extended MD simulations (350−400 ns for
each) the structure and dynamics of ClC-ec1 in the presence of
different anionic species, namely, Cl−, F−, NO3

−, and SCN−

bound at Scen. The different anions adopt distinct binding
coordinations and hydration patterns, and, more importantly,
exhibit differential abilities to support the formation of water
wires between the H+ transfer sites (Gluin and Gluex). In
contrast to the continuous water wires observed in the presence
of Cl−, the wires formed in the presence of F− or NO3

− directly
incorporate the anions (pseudo-water-wires). This intervention

by the anion may reduce the ability of the wire to conduct H+.
Binding of SCN−, however, eliminates the water wires
altogether. These findings explain the variable H+ coupling
measured experimentally for these four representative anions,
including fully coupled (Cl−), intermediately coupled (NO3

−),
absolutely uncoupled (SCN−), as well as impermeant (F−).
Our results highlight the importance of anion binding for
coupled H+ transport in ClC-ec1, thus providing deeper
mechanistic insight into the function of CLC proteins.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulation Protocols and Systems. The ClC-ec1 crystal

structure (PDB ID:1OTS, solved at 2.51 Å),27 including all crystal
water molecules, was used for the MD simulations. The program
DOWSER48 was used to guess additional water molecules within the
protein. DOWSER placed 49 additional water molecules (referred to
as “solvation” water molecules, hereafter) in energetically favorable
positions. As suggested by multiple computational studies40,49,50 using
various force fields, one additional molecule was placed between the
carboxylate group of E148 and the anion at Scen in each subunit, in
order to stabilize the two negative charges in close proximity. For the
solvation water molecules (i.e., those added by DOWSER), those in

Figure 2. Protein structural dynamics in the presence of different anions. (a) Backbone RMSDs of individual subunit shown as a function of
simulation time for anion-bound simulations. (b) The RMSDs of all heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms of the selectivity filter (SF) in the presence of
different anions. (c) Comparison of pore radius profiles of the crystal structure (black) and those of MD simulations (averaged over the whole
trajectory) with different anions bound at Scen (colored traces). The center of the bound anion at t = 0, which corresponds to the Cl− position in the
crystal structure, is set as the origin. The extracellular side is toward the left (z < 0), and the intracellular side is toward the right (z > 0).
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the central hydrophobic lumen of the protein (referred to as the
“hydrophobic region”, hereafter) were removed prior the simulations
to ensure that the hydration of the hydrophobic region is not
artificially biased by our initial setup. E148 and E203 were modeled in
their deprotonated (charged) forms, while E113 was protonated
according to the thorough pKa analysis on titratable residues of the
protein using Poison-Boltzmann electrostatic calculations.51 The
protein was embedded into a POPE lipid bilayer, fully solvated with
TIP3P water52 and buffered in 0.15 M NaCl. The resulting system,
contained in a 105 × 105 × 110 Å3 simulation box comprising of
∼110 000 atoms.
All MD simulations were carried out with NAMD 2.953 using the

CHARMM-CMAP54 and CHARMM3655 force fields to model the
proteins and lipids, respectively. The particle mesh Ewald (PME)
method56 was used to calculate long-range electrostatic interactions
every 4 fs. A smoothing function was employed for van der Waals and
short-range electrostatic interactions at a distance of 10 Å with a cutoff
of 12 Å. The bonded interactions and the short-range nonbonded
interactions were calculated every 2 fs. The pairs of atoms whose
interactions needed to be evaluated (neighbor list) were updated every
20 fs. A cutoff (13.5 Å) slightly longer than the nonbonded cutoff was
applied to search for the atom pairs. All simulation systems were
subjected to Langevin dynamics and the Nose−́Hoover Langevin

piston method57,58 for constant pressure (P = 1 atm) and temperature
(T = 310 K) (NPT).

ClC-ec1 systems with either Cl−, F−, NO3
−, or SCN− bound at Scen

in both subunits were simulated. The simulation system of Cl−-bound
ClC-ec1 was adopted from our previous study.29 The systems with the
other anions were generated by replacing the Cl− at the Scen site with
either F−, NO3

− (N replacing Cl−), or SCN− (C replacing Cl−). All
simulation systems included ClC-ec1 dimers, therefore providing two
independent copies of the anion-bound systems to be examined (we
note that the two subunits in the crystal structure of ClC-ec1 are not
identical). For each of these four systems, 5000 steps of energy
minimization were performed, followed by an initial equilibration of 1
ns, during which the protein atoms and oxygen atoms of the
crystallographic water molecules were positionally restrained (k = 2
kcal/mol/Å2). Then 350−400 ns of unrestrained simulations were
performed for each system.

To ensure that the absence of water wires in the case of SCN− was
not caused by the limited simulation time, an additional set of 20 short
simulations in the presence of SCN− were performed. Each simulation
was initiated with a Cl−-bound ClC-ec1 structure containing the most
representative water wire (obtained from the Cl−-bound simulation).29

The Cl− was then replaced by SCN− while keeping the preformed
water wire. The system was then energy-minimized (5000 steps), and

Figure 3. Anion binding modes. (a) Cl−, F−, NO3
−, and SCN− (shown in van der Waals) bind distinctively in the selectivity filter. For F−, NO3

−, and
SCN−, two binding modes (Modes I and II) are observed in the two subunits. Cl− exhibits only one binding mode. Selected residues in the vicinity
of the bound anions are shown. Coordinations of the bound anions by the protein residues are shown as dashed lines. (b) Interaction energy
between the bound anion and the four highly conserved motifs. Motifs (colored and labeled in the left panel) forming the selectivity filter contribute
the majority of the interaction energy between the anion and protein. Residues in the rest of the protein show negligible anion-interaction energies
(absolute value <0.3 kcal/mol per residue, with the exception of K131 (−0.3 to −0.7 kcal/mol)).
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simulated for 0.5 ns with positional restraints on all protein atoms and
oxygen atoms of the water wire (pre-equilibrium). Then 20 1 ns
simulations with different initial velocities were carried out during
which the stability and lifetime of the water wires were evaluated.
Pore radius profiles were calculated using HOLE.59 Radial

distribution function (RDF) calculations were performed using g(r)
embedded in VMD. The hydrated radius was defined as a distance
cutoff which encompassed the first density peak in the RDF. The
coordination number was determined as the average number of
protein or water hydrogen atoms within the hydrated radius.

■ RESULTS

ClC-ec1 was simulated in the presence of four different anions
(Cl−, F−, NO3

−, or SCN−), in order to investigate and compare
the mode of binding of these ions and their impacts on protein
structure and dynamics, and on the hydration pattern of the
protein lumen. During the simulations, the overall protein
structure remains stable (average backbone RMSD < 1.5 Å for
each subunit), regardless of the type of anion bound at the Scen

site (Figure 2(a)). The configuration of the anion conduction
pore is also intact in the presence of different anions (Figure 2,
parts (b) and (c)). In all the cases, the average pore radius
profile of the anion conduction pathway follows the trend
observed for the crystal structure (Figure 2(c)). The two main
bottlenecks, corresponding to the constriction regions that
occlude the anion from the aqueous solutions, are clearly
preserved, although the extracellular bottleneck shows a
moderate (∼0.5 Å) expansion relative to the crystal structure
in all the simulated systems (Figure 2(c)). In general, the
overall structure and dynamics of the protein do not appear to
be largely affected by the chemical nature of the bound anion.

Continuous Water Wires Arise in the Presence of Cl−.
Cl− binds firmly at the Scen site in both subunits, where it is
coordinated by the backbone amide nitrogen atoms of I356 and
F357, and by the side-chain oxygen atoms of S107 and Y445
(Figure 3(a)). The average interaction energies between the
Cl− at Scen and individual residues throughout the protein

Figure 4. Anion solvation by protein and water. (a) Anion coordination numbers obtained from radial distribution function (RDF) analysis (see
Figure S2) with protein or water hydrogen atoms. Inset shows an example of anion coordination, depicting F− surrounded by at least three water
molecules on the average. (b) The putative H+ pathway axis is defined by the Gluex and Gluin carboxylate groups. (c) The distributions of anion
hydration water molecules along the H+ pathway axis. Blue curves (▲) indicate the anion hydration water is only located above the anion (z > 0,
extracellular side); red curves (⧫) indicate the anion hydration water is observed both above (z > 0, extracellular side) and below (z < 0, intracellular
side) the anion; and black curves (●) indicate the anion hydration water exists along the H+ pathway axis including the region right next to the anion
(z = 0). The center of the bound anion is set as the origin.
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indicate that the Cl− binding is mainly supported by residues
from three motifs: GIFAP, GSGIP, and Y445 (Figure 3(b) and
Figure S1). The Cl− coordination shell, involving both
surrounding protein residues and water molecules, is examined
in detail by calculating the anion-hydrogen RDF for protein and
water hydrogen atoms, respectively (Figure S2). The RDF
analysis reveals that the bound Cl− is coordinated, on the
average, by five hydrogen atoms, with ∼1.6 of them originating
from water molecules (Figure 4(a)). To monitor the
fluctuations of the Cl− coordination shell, we quantified
separately the involvement of protein residues and water
molecules in the coordination shell during the course of the
simulation (Figure S3). In both subunits, the Cl− ion is
coordinated mainly by protein residues during the first 100 ns.
Later, the ion becomes hydrated by 2−4 water molecules
located nearby Scen, usually lining the central hydrophobic
region between Gluex and Gluin.
To understand in detail the influence of Cl− on the

surrounding water molecules that fall between the two H+

sites, we characterize further the distribution of the Cl−

hydration water molecules along the axis defined by the
carboxylate groups of Gluex and Gluin that is, the putative H+

pathway axis, see Figure 4(b)). A water molecule was
considered as a hydration water molecule if the shortest Cl−-
water distance falls within 3 Å. For both subunits, hydration
water molecules are observed uninterruptedly along the H+

pathway axis, including the region right next to the Cl− ion (z =
0 Å, Figure 4(c)). The presence of a continuous array of
hydration water molecules implies a favorable environment for
hydrogen-bonded water wire to arise nearby the Cl− ion.
Consistent with this expectation, formation of continuous water
wires is observed in both subunits of Cl−-bound ClC-ec1
during the simulation.29 Although the frequency of water wire
formation in Subunit I is almost three times of that in Subunit
II, in both subunits water wires containing 6−7 water molecules
arise frequently (Figure 5(a)). The different behaviors observed
in the simulations for the two subunits may be due to the minor
structural asymmetry of the subunits in the crystal structure
(Figure 2, parts (a) and (b)), which results in differences in the
microenvironments of the binding sites and individual
conduction pores. We note that the two subunits mediate
Cl−/H+ exchange independently.60

Pseudo-Water-Wires Form in the Presence of F−. F−,
which has a radius ∼0.5 Å smaller than Cl−, displays two
binding modes around the Scen site (Figure 3(a)). In Subunit I,
F− binds firmly at Scen (similar to what was observed for Cl−),
while in Subunit II, it moves upward after ∼40 ns and adopts a
stable position somewhere between Scen and E148 for ∼340 ns,
with E148 side chain moving slightly toward the extracellular
side (Figure 3(a)). The upward movement of F− results in
hydrogen bond interactions between the F− ion and backbone
nitrogen atoms of E148 and G149; meanwhile, F− loses its

Figure 5. Effect of anion bound at Scen on formation of water wires. (a) Continuous water wires arise in both subunits in the presence of Cl−,29

following a normal distribution dominated by configurations including 7 water molecules. (b) Pseudo-water-wires are observed only in Subunit II
when F− binds in binding Mode II. Those intervened wires follow a normal distribution dominated by 7 water molecules. (c) Pseudo-water-wires
formed in Subunit I when NO3

− binds in binding Mode II and follow an exponential distribution dominated by 4 water molecules due to the large
size of NO3

−. (d) Neither water wires nor pseudo-water-wires are observed in the presence of SCN−. (e) Average probability of water wires obtained
from short (1 ns) simulations of ClC-ec1 with SCN− bound, starting from a preformed configuration of the most representative wire structure.
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direct contacts with S107 and Y445 hydroxyl groups on the
opposite side. Switching between these two binding modes
arises only in Subunit II on the time scale of our simulation.
The average coordination number for F− is slightly over 5 in

both binding modes, which is comparable to that of Cl−.
However, a relatively larger portion of the coordination is
contributed by water molecules (∼3.5, Figure 4(a)). Moreover,
the simulation trajectory in the presence of F− shows no
apparent dehydration phase for F− as seen in the first 100 ns
simulation with Cl−. The F− ion becomes hydrated quickly after
the simulation starts and remains coordinated by ∼3 water
molecules throughout the simulation (Figure 4(a) inset and
Figure S3). Due to its strong tendency for hydration, F−

exhibits a different arrangement of hydration water molecules
when compared to Cl−. In the Cl−-like binding mode (Mode I),
F− is coordinated by water molecules from above (z > 0;
extracellular side), while contacting the side chains of S107 and
Y445 on the opposite side. In binding Mode II, F− is
sandwiched by water molecules both from above (z > 0) and
below (z < 0) (Figure 4(c)).
The distinct pattern of hydration of F− appears to be the

main reason for not observing the formation of continuous
water wires between Gluex and Gluin in either subunit during
the simulation. Detailed inspection revealed that in binding
Mode II, F− can be actually connected to Gluex and Gluin by
separate, shorter water wires, involving about 7 water
molecules. The separated water wires together with the F−

ion form pseudo-water-wires connecting the two H+ sites that
are however intervened by the anion (Figure 5(b)), indicating
an essential difference between F− and Cl−.
Shorter Pseudo-Water-Wires Intervened by NO3

−. NO3
−

is a polyatomic anion and exhibits a more complex chemical
structure involving three oxygen atoms at corners of a triangle
sharing the negative charge around a central nitrogen atom.
Similar to the F−-bound system, the simulation of ClC-ec1 with
NO3

− reveals two possible binding modes for the anion. In
Mode I, NO3

− is fitted into Scen with one of its oxygen atoms
coordinated by the backbone nitrogen atoms of I356 and F357,
and the other two oxygen atoms coordinated by the side chain
hydroxyl groups of S107 and Y445, respectively (Figure 3).
Mode I is relatively more populated and is observed in both
subunits. In Mode II, NO3

− exhibits a similar behavior to F− in
its binding Mode II, in that NO3

− moves upward to a position
between Scen and E148 and pushes away E148 side chain by
∼2.30 Å. This binding mode involves hydrogen bond
interactions between the oxygen atoms of NO3

− and the
backbone nitrogen atom of G149, instead of direct interaction
with S107 and Y445 hydroxyl groups (Figure 3). Binding Mode
II only occurs in Subunit I for ∼150 ns (t = 10−160 ns), before
NO3

− moves back to the original, Scen binding site.
According to the RDF profiles, NO3

− establishes a more
extensive coordination to its environment compared to Cl− and
F−, but much fewer of them (∼0.5) arise from anion−water
interactions (Figure 4(a) and Figure S2), suggesting that this
large polyatomic anion relies less on interaction with water in
order to be stabilized when bound at Scen. During the
simulation, NO3

− is only minimally hydrated (Figure S3),
resulting in differential hydration configurations along the H+

pathway axis (Figure 4(c)).
In binding Mode II, hydration water molecules are observed

along the H+ pathway axis except for the area right beside the
anion (z = 0), while in binding Mode I, only the region above
the bound NO3

− is hydrated (z > 0, Figure 4(c)). As a result,

pseudo-water-wires only arise when the anion is in binding
Mode II. Compared to the pseudo-water-wires formed in the
presence of F−, those involving NO3

− favor shorter water wires,
often containing only four water molecules (Figure 5(c)). The
difference between the pseudo-water-wires involving F− and
NO3

− can be attributed to the different sizes of the anions. In
particular, due to its geometry involving multiple negatively
charged sites (oxygen atoms), NO3

− appears larger effectively
reducing the spatial gap between the Gluex and Gluin for
formation of pseudo-water-wires.

SCN− Eliminates the Water Wires. The other polyatomic
anion investigated, SCN−, has a linear chemical structure which
extends to 4.77 Å in length.61 Due to its long shape, SCN−,
which was initially centered at Scen in both subunits, rotates and
shifts immediately after the simulation starts in order to
optimally fit into the available space, resulting in two different
binding orientations in the two independent subunits (Figure
3(a)). Both binding orientations of SCN− were stable over the
simulation time.
Because of its larger size, SCN− occupies Scen while extending

almost to Sext in both orientations, stabilized by its interaction
(7−8 kcal/mol) with motif GREGP (Figure 3, parts (a) and
(b)). In one orientation (Mode I), the sulfur atom of SCN− is
coordinated by the backbone nitrogen atoms of G149, I356,
and F357, while the nitrogen atom of the anion is coordinated
by the side-chain hydroxyl groups of S107 and Y445. In the
alternative orientation (Mode II), SCN− adopts an opposite
configuration and binding coordination (Figure 3, parts (a) and
(b)).
SCN−

fills up a larger portion of the space within the binding
region, resulting in very large coordination to its environment
(Figure 4(a)). RDF calculations revealed that SCN− is only
weakly hydrated in either binding mode, with only ∼0.3 of the
coordination arising from anion-water interactions (Figure 4(a)
and Figure S2). Specifically, the hydration water molecules are
only observed above the bound SCN− ion (z > 0) in either
binding mode (Figure 4(c)). Hydration from the other side of
SCN− (below it, z < 0) is not observed, since the central
hydrophobic region remains dehydrated in the presence of this
anion. Consequently, neither water wires nor pseudo-water-
wires are observed to form in the presence of SCN− (Figure
5(d)), suggesting that water wires necessary for H+ are unlikely
to be supported by this anion.
To preclude the possibility that the absence of water wires in

the case of SCN− was merely due to the limited simulation
time, we also examined the stability of preformed water wires in
the presence of SCN− through a set of short simulations. These
simulations all started from a configuration in which the water
wires had been formed (adopted from Cl−-bound simulations),
and were done in the presence of SCN−. The preformed water
wires diminish quickly in all the simulations, and SCN− breaks
the water wires immediately after the simulations start, by
inserting either its sulfur or nitrogen atom into the water wires
(Figure 4(e)). The lifetime of water wires averaged over 20 1 ns
runs is 0.024 ± 0.026 ns with SCN−, which is significantly
shorter than 0.6 ± 0.2 ns for Cl−-bound ClC-ec1.29

■ DISCUSSION
The molecular origin of coupled Cl−/H+ exchange is a central
mechanistic aspect of CLC transporters. Understanding the
atomic details underlying differential H+ coupling of various
anions constitutes a major question that motivated this study.
To address this question, we performed extended equilibrium
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MD simulations to investigate differential binding modes of
different anions transported by ClC-ec1 to Scen and to
determine whether and how they may affect the formation of
water wires within the lumen, which in turn may be an
important component of the H+ transport reaction.29,40

X-ray crystallographic studies of ClC-ec1 suggest that the
bound anion does not induce major changes in the overall
structure of the protein.12 Our RMSD results and pore profile
calculations (Figure 2) confirm that the protein structure is not
compromised by binding of the studied anions, which also
include large, nonhalide species, and that the binding site/
region can accommodate both the physiologically relevant Cl−

ion as well as other anions, namely F−, NO3
−, and SCN− (Figure

2). Although the overall protein structure does not seem to be
affected by the type of anion bound at Scen, the details of the
coordination and interaction between the bound anion and
protein/water vary significantly among the anions examined
(Figure 3 and 4). X-ray crystallography of anion-bound ClC-
ec1 suggests that F− binds to Scen similarly to the biological
substrate Cl−.22 NO3

− and SCN− have not been unambiguously
localized, and their binding modes not well characterized in
ClC-ec1, due to low crystallographic resolution.12

The present study provides a detailed description of the
binding modes of these anions in ClC-ec1. In contrast to Cl−,
which binds stably at Scen, the same site observed in the Cl−-
bound crystal structures,26,27 both F− and NO3

− are found to
populate two different binding positions (modes), one located
at the original Scen site, and the other located between Scen and
E148. SCN−, due to its extended shape, occupies Scen while
extending almost to Sext with two possible (opposite) binding
orientations. Despite the differential binding modes, all anions
stay at or around the Scen site, during the simulations, where
they are stabilized by several conserved motifs (Figure 3).
However, the cumulative interaction energy between the anion
and the protein varies in the order of F− > SCN− > NO3

− > Cl−

in both subunits, with the stabilization of F− almost twice as
favorable as that of Cl− (Figure S1).
In a previous computational study, Ko and Jo showed that

Cl− was coordinated by protein hydrogen atoms and no water
molecules were observed along the Cl− conduction pore when
E148 was protonated and Cl− was pulled from the intracellular
side to the extracellular side along the pore axis.62 Several other
simulation studies focusing on anion conduction, however,
suggested that Cl− is partially hydrated.40,49,50,63 Our recent
study revealed that water molecules can enter the anion-binding
region via the H+ pathway and hydrate the initially dehydrated
Cl−, a feature which we proposed to be critical to H+ transport
in ClC-ec1.29 Therefore, the configuration of the anion
coordination shell, including the number of water molecules
in the first coordination shell, as well as the size and shape of
the anion within this shell, can be critical to anion-coupled H+

transport by the protein.64,65 RDF and related calculations
reveal that the anions at Scen exhibit two types of coordination
shell structures, with distinguishable number of coordinations
from protein and water molecules (Figure 4(a)). Halide anions
(Cl− and F−) both exhibit an average coordination number of
∼5, while the polyatomic anions (NO3

− and SCN−) establish a
more extensive coordination (number of coordination >10) to
their environment. Under equilibrium conditions, the physio-
logically transported anion, Cl−, is the only one that supports
full hydration along the H+ pathway axis (Figure 4(c)), which
we showed to be a prerequisite for water wires to arise and
connect Gluex and Gluin.

29

The observation that the anions at Scen exhibit distinct
coordination structures and hydration shells suggests that the
functionally important water wires, which need to arise nearby
the anions, could experience different environments. Thus, we
investigated further the effect of various anions at Scen on the
formation of water wires. Different types of water wires were
observed for various anions (Figure 5). They can be classified
into two types based on the pattern of interaction with the
bound anions as well as their configurations: (1) continuous
water wires, supported by the anion located nearby, which
connect the two H+ sites seamlessly, and (2) pseudo-water-
wires, where the anion participates in the wire and prevents
water molecules from forming a continuous hydrogen-bonded
chain connecting the two H+ sites. The continuous water wires
are only observed in the presence of Cl−, while the pseudo-
water-wires were observed for both F− and NO3

− in their
alternate binding modes (Mode II).
Lim and colleagues recently showed that F− is coordinated

much like Cl− at Scen.
22 They also showed that F− binding to

this site forms a strong hydrogen-bond to the protonated Gluex,
as revealed by the short distance between the F− ion and the
Gln side-chain in the E148Q mutant (where Gln mimicks the
protonated Gluex). This strong hydrogen bond likely plays a key
role in slowing the transport cycle. However, there may be
additional factors contributing to the complete lack of F−

transport. A hint that other factors may be involved is suggested
by the fact that the inner-gate mutant Y445A, which destabilizes
Cl− (and presumably F−) binding to Scen (see Introduction)
retains wild-type selectivity against F−.22 Our observation of the
binding Mode II for F− provides a microscopic view of how F−

can bind in the permeation pathway away from the Scen site.
The pseudo-water-wires arising in this binding mode are likely
an additional key contributor to the transport selectivity against
F−. This picture provides a compelling rationale for the wild-
type selectivity against F− observed in the Y445A mutant: since
the pseudo-water-wires only occur in binding Mode II, in which
F− loses its direct contacts with S107 and Y445 hydroxyl
groups, the Y445A mutation will not affect the behavior of the
protein toward F−. In the future, it will be of interest to
determine whether water wires play a role in the mechanism of
the CLCF exchangers. Such an idea is speculative, given that the
exchange stoichiometry of 1F−:1H+ implies a significantly
different exchange mechanism from that occurring in the
canonical 2:1 Cl−:H+ CLCs. Addressing this important
question awaits a high-resolution structure of the CLCF

homologues.
NO3

−, like F−, induces the formation of pseudo-water-wires
that are intervened by NO3

− itself. Such water wires could allow
occasional transport of H+, but with less fidelity than the pure
water wires observed with Cl−. These pseudo-water-wires arise
in binding Mode II, where the NO3

− ion moves upward and has
no direct interaction with the Scen-coordinating residues S107
and Y445, which in losing their interaction with the ion form a
hydrogen bond one to another (Figure 3(a)). Such a binding
mode is never observed with Cl−. Thus, the simulation predicts
that these two residues are determinants of Cl−/NO3

−

selectivity. Consistent with the prediction, certain plant CLC
homologues that function as 2:1 NO3

−:H+ exchangers66 have a
proline at position 107, which is a serine in all 2:1 Cl−:H+

exchangers. In ClC-5, mutating the serine to a proline partially
reproduces the plant phenotype, reducing the NO3

−/H+

stoichiometry from ∼10−25 to ∼2−8 (over the +60−120
mV voltage range examined).67,68 In ClC-ec1 mutating this
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serine to a proline increases the binding affinity for NO3
− ∼4-

fold.31 Although it is not yet known whether this change in
binding affinity is paralleled by a change in NO3

−/H+

stoichiometry, a crystal structure of this ClC-ec1 mutant
together with MD simulations might further illuminate
mechanism of NO3

−/Cl− selectivity in CLC anion/H+ coupling.
Early experimental studies showed a striking correlation

between anion occupancy at Scen and Cl−/H+ coupling
stoichiometry in ClC-ec1. Specifically, the halides Br− and
Cl− are transported with a strict 2:1 exchange ratio to H+,
whereas the pseudo halides, SCN− and SeCN−, are transported
in a completely uncoupled manner.12 In ClC-ec1 crystal
structures, Br− density is clearly observed at Scen, while SeCN

−

is not.12 Although difficult to interpret these data mechanisti-
cally, it was speculated that low occupancy at Scen could
somehow promote occasional simultaneous opening of the
inner and outer gates (which are in direct contact with Scen),
thus creating an anion leak that degrades the coupling
stoichiometry. Our simulation results provide an alternative
explanation for uncoupling transport of nonhalides: the
disruption of water wires that facilitate H+ transfer between
Gluex and Gluin. The uncoupling ion SCN− remains bound in
the vicinity of Scen (within the simulation time), but it is unable
to sustain water wires. In this model, uncoupled SCN−

transport need not necessarily involve simultaneous opening
of both gates but could entail alternate opening of gates, similar
to the alternate opening of gates that occurs in the coupled
transporter but no longer coordinated with H+ transport. Such
an uncoupling mechanism has precedent in ClC-ec1 Gluex
mutations, where uncoupled Cl− transport involves protein
conformational change similar to that observed in the coupled
transporter.69 The idea that uncoupled Cl− and SCN− transport
share some similarities is consistent with the observation that
mutations at Gluin dramatically slow both Cl− and SCN−

transport in ClC-5.14 We note also that our observation of
SCN− binding to Scen is not inconsistent with the crystallo-
graphic studies, in which the lack of anion density at Scen could
reflect high disorder rather than lack of occupancy.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The coupling between the transport of different chemical
species is at the heart of the mechanism of function of
secondary transporters. In order to achieve stoichiometric
transport of two ions, the transporter protein needs to be
equipped with a precise molecular mechanism through which
the translocation of the two (ionic) species are coupled.
Despite the central role of this phenomenon in a large number
of transporters, the underlying molecular mechanism is by and
large lacking in the field of membrane transporters. Here, we
have investigated this mode of operation in a representative
member of the H+/Cl− antiporters. By systematically evaluating
the differential binding modes of chemically diverse anions at
the central anion binding site (Scen) and their effect on water
wire formation between Gluex and Gluin in ClC-ec1 at an
atomic level, we construct a qualitative explanation that
connects the chemical nature of anionic substrates with their
ability to assist in the coupled H+ transport. Our results infer
that the difference in the anion/H+ coupling is due to their
influence on the formation of water wires connecting Gluex and
Gluin, which could be essential for H+ transport. This view adds
a crucial layer of detail to our understanding of the Cl−/H+

coupling mechanism.
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